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EDITORIAL

The large attendance of the Monaco Conference
has swelled the membership of the ECS to its
largest ever number - around 450 persons.
Countries best represented include ltaly, UK,
Germany, France and Spain. Usually, there is a
big increase in membership from the country
hosting the Annual Conference, although some
(like ltaly and UK) continue to have reasonably
large memberships whsrever the conference
takes place. Since lhe early years of the Society,
however, the membership from some European
countries has declined. Notable amongst these are
the Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden. Why this
has been the case is not very clear. We have not
had conferences in two of these countries and not
since 1987 in the third, and perhaps this is the
main reason, although interest in marine
mammals is large in all three countries.

We are in the process of trying to establish an
easy way for members to review the ir
membership details via the web, so that they can
add or correct postal addresses, telephone and
fax numbers, and e-mall addresses. lt is probable
that the majority of ECS members are now on e-
mail, and this is likely to become the major means
of communication for the future. However, the
membership list has no details of e-mail
addresses for a significant minority of members.
Please therefore send to Harald Benke your latest
contact details.

This newsletter contains a number of important
Society notices - in particular, the first
announcement of the next ECS Conference in
Valencia, Southern Spain. One of the initiatives
taken in Monaco by Paula Moreno (student
representative of ECS) and Leah Gerber (student
representative of SMM) was the organisation of a
very successful student meeting. The aim was to
improve communication between students within
and between the two societies, and to provide a
series of sheets to help with career
opportunities, volunteer work, studentships, etc.
Please let us know how this has been progressing
and what you would like to see done in the future.
Remember the student representative for ECS is
now Simon lngram (see address details at the
back of this newsletter) with whom you should
already have had some contact.

Finally, it is with great sadness that we see the
passing of three great f igures in marine
mammalogy: Ken Norris, Dave Sergeant and Dave
Gaskin. They will be a great loss to the discipline
as a whole to which they have contributed so
much, and a personal loss to those of us who knew
them well.

ECS NEWS

1999 ANNUAL ECS CONFERENCE

The Thirteenth Annual Conference of the European
Cetacean Society will take place in Valencia,
Spain on 5-8 April 1999, hosted by the
University of Valencia in its celebration of the
five centuries of its foundation. The main theme
of the meeting will be Marine Mammal
Conservation for the New Millenium but,
as usual, papers on all aspects of the biology of
cetaceans and other marine mammals will be
included in the programme.

The conference will be held at Palau de la Musica,
which is situated close to restaurants and hotels,
and near the city centre. Registration will take
place from 16.00-20.00h on Monday Sth April
(the exact location will be given in the second
announcement), and early on the morning of
Tuesday 6th at the Palau de la Musica itself.
Conference sessions will be held between 09.30h
and 19.30h on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
6-8 April, with breaks for Working Group
meetings and the Society's AGM.

Each day's morning session will open with an
invited talk, followed by spoken presentations in a
standard 1S-minute format. Posters will be on
display throughout the meeting and time will be
reserved for discussion with authors.

WOFil(SI-{OPS

Up to four workshops or working meetings are
planned at the Conference. These have not been
confirmed yet but likely subject themes include:
Protected Areas, Pathology, a Seal workers
meeting, and a meeting for students.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Communications, in English, are invited as verbal
or poster presentations. For both types of
presentations, authors should submit an abstract
on the Abstract Submission Form following the
enclosed guidelines to: Dr J.A. Balbuena,
Department of Fisheries and Marine Biology,
University of Bergen, High Technology Centre,
520 Bergen, Norway (E-mail: balbuena@uv.es),
to arrive NO LATER THAN 20TH N¡OVEMBER 1998.
Faxed submissions are not acceptable, and
authors are requested to send both a printed copy
and a 3.5' floppy disk (Word, WordPerfect, or
ASCII format), labelled with name and title of
presentation (virus free).

lf you have not received the Abstract forms,
please contact the Conference Organisers if you
wish to submit an abstract. The time available f or
each verbal presentation will be 15 minutes,
followed by five minutes for questions and
discussion. Please design your presentation to f it
this schedule and pay careful attention to the
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guidelines for presentations included with the
abstract form. The Organising Committee will do
its best to accommodate the author's wishes
concerning lhe form of presentation of their
paper. However, because it is planned to limit the
number of talks, authors are encouraged to off er
their presentation as either a talk or a poster.
Posters should not be seen as'second best"; they
are often a more appropriate way to present
material and to allow for more detailed discussion
wjth interested persons.

A scientific committee including members of the
Council and members at large will review all
abstracts in late November - early December
1998. Authors will be informed on its decision of
the acceptability of presentations as a talk or a
poster by 21 December 1998 by mail, fax or E-
mail (please don't forget to give these details).

Authors of both verbal and poster presentation
should provide a Summary (maximum three pages
of text plus two of graphics), to be included in the
Proceedings of the Conference. Guidelines for the
preparation of the Summary will be sent to
authors when they are informed of the acceptance
of their talUposter. To ensure rapid publication
of the Proceedings, Summaries must be given to
lhe Conf erence Organiser at the Annual
Conference. Summaries arriving late may not be
included in the Proceedings.

GUIDELINES FOR VERBAL PRESENTATIONS
It is especially important for speakers to have
good quality slides. As usual, the Conference is
also likely to attract delegates with a wide range
of interests. We would therefore ask everyone,
particularly students giving their first talk, to
bear the following points in mind when preparing
their presentation.

1.- Take-home messages. You know your story
better than anyone else. Do not swamp the
audience with facts and figures but make sure you
send them home remembering two or three clear
points from your talk.

2. Length of talk. Talks are scheduled to last 1 5
minutes with five minutes for questions and
discussion. Please run through your talk with a

colleague before the meeting and ensure that you
can keep to time. Chairs for each session will be
instructed to stop speakers who go over time.

3. Number of slides. Your audience will not be able
to digest more than about one slide per minute.
Consider whether the slide is really necessary
for your talk, or whether details could be omitted
without detriment to your main argument.

4. Content. Talks are usually served best by clear
maps, diagrams or graphs showing qualitative
relationships rather than tables full of detailed

data. lf you do present a table, do not include
more than 6 rows and 4 columns of data.

5. Legibility. Please ensure that all slides can be
read from the back of a large lecture theatre. As-
a rough guide, a finished 35mm slide should be
easily read when held 35cm from your face. lf
this is not possible, reduce the amount of
information. lf you are convinced that a more
complex graph or table is necessary, then please
offer your presentation as a poster so that people
have time to study your data.

Now that many are using presentation software
packages, slides with coloured text and graphics
symbols are commonly used. Avoid red text on

dark (e.9. blue) backgrounds as they are diff icult
to read at a distance. Use yellow or white text on

dark backgrounds; or red, green, black or dark
blue text on light backgrounds.

6. Overheads. Please avoid the use of overheads.
lf you must use them, the above points on
legibility become even more important. Do not
plan to use slides as well as overheads because
jumping from one to the other will break the tlow
of your talk.

GUIDELINES FOR TYPING THE ABSTRACT
The abstract of your presentation should be typed
on the enclosed Abstract Submission Form. When
preparing your Abstract, please follow the
instructions detailed in the example shown below:

Begin on the top of the line with

TITLE OF YOUR PRESENTATION, PRINTED IN

CAPITAL LETTERS

Leave one blank line then give the authors
name(s), surnames first, and address(es):

Brown, A. and White, Z.
Department of Biology, University
Jemimaville, City 12300, Country

of

Then leave another blank line before the abstract.

The purpose of an abstract is to summarise the
contenls of a paper or a poster. Whenever
possible, try to follow the structure of a
scientif ic paper: objectives, materials and
methods, discussion and conclusions.

Remember that your abstract will be read by
many people and it will be the only written
reference to your work until the Proceedings are
published. You must be concise. The space
available will permit an abstract of about 200
words.
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The whole text, including title, authors' names
and addresses, should be typed single-spaced
within the box drawn on the Abstract Submission
Form (or a photocopy), using an electric
typewriter or a good quality printer. Leave a
margin of at least a few millimetres between
your text and the lines of the box.

Abstracts will be reproduced for the Conference
directly from the original you produce so please
be sure that your abstract is clean and error-
free, and that it follows these guidelines. Faxed
abstracls are not acceptable.

æNFERENCE BOOKINGS, FEES &
ACCOMMODATION
The second announcement will give details on
these.

TRAVEL
There are good air and rail links between Valencia
and most European cities. Furthermore there are
connecting flights and good connections by rail
from Madrid, Barcelona and Alicante, and by boat
from Palma de Mallorca. lberia Air Company
sponsors the event and special prices can be
obtained by contacting Viajes El Cortes lngles,
Division Congresos, Pintor Sorolla 25-30, E-
46002 Valencia, Spain. Tel. +34 963522727; Fax
+34 963522743; E-mail vecivlcc@tsai.es.

Please note: The congress will take place the
week after Easter holidays; theref ore it is
strongly advisable to book the trip tickets well in
advance.

LOCAL VISITS
Valencia is a Mediterranean coastal tourist city,
with many leisure and cultural offers, The
weather is pleasant in April, days are usually
sunny and warm (15-25oC). Nice beaches are
located in the same coast of the city. You can
visit a wetland in the Albufera Nature Reserve
which is a few kilometres from Valencia. More
information can be obtained on the web site
http://www.tu risva lencia. es.

STUDENTAWARDS
As at previous conferences, there will be awards
for the best student presentations: verbal and
poster. Students (graduate and undergraduate)
are encouraged to submit presentations for the
award but, to be eligible, students must be the
first author of their paper. Authors eligible f or
the award should specify this on the Abstract
Submission Form. lf they do not, it will be
assumed that they do not want to be considered.

STUDENT GRANTS
The Society offers financial support to students,
so long as they are the first AND presenting
author of an accepted talk or poster, as a
contribution towards expenses at the Conference.

The amount granted will depend upon the number
of students attending and the money available.
Applicants for the student award should specify
this on the Abstract Submission Form.

FURTHER COMMUNICATION
There will be a second announcement with the
next newsletter, for Conference pre-
registration, hotel bookings, etc. Authors of
abstracts and students applying for grants will be
contacted directly by the Conference Organisers:

Toni Raga

ECS 1999 Conference Organiser
Departamento de Biología Animal

Universitat de Valencia
c/o Dr. Moliner 50

E-46100 Burjasot, Valencia, Spain
phone: + 34 96 398.32.21

fax: + 34 96 386.43.72
e-mail: ecs99valencia@uv.es

ECS Conferences from the year 2000

ln order to facilitate planning, the Society is
attempting to confirm venues for its annual
conference a few years into the future.

The ECS will celebrate the new millenium in the
beautiful city of Cork in Southern lreland, guests
of University College (Emer Rogan et al.).

ln 2001, we have an invite from Bayram Özturk
to come to lstanbul in Turkey; then, following our
convention of alternating southern and northern
European venues, Dorete Bloch and Andy
Williams/Lisa Browning have offered
respectively Tórshavn in the Faroes and
Portsmouth in England, as venues lor 2O02.

lf there is anyone else with a proposal for hosting
an annual ECS conference, please make this known
to a member of the Council before the next AGM,
in Valencia.

ECS Council

ECS Membership subscriptlons

The annual cash holdings of the Society have
varied between 3,000 and 11,000 DM for the last
five years. The Council agreed that the ECS should
aim to achieve minimum cash assets in the year
of at least half the cost of an annual conference
(the Stralsund conference cost about 60,000 DM).

The current membership fee for students of 35
DM does not meet the annual costs of the
newsletter + proceedings (45 DM), and

sometimes is exceeded by bank handling fees
J



lhere were live potential ways forward
were identified. These were (along with
respective pros and cons):

alone! We therefore propose new rates of 45 DM
for students, 75 DM for full members, and 150
DM for institutions (lnstitutions can send up to
two persons of their choice to the conference at
member rates).

ECS Council

Questionnaire on ECS Proceedings

With the last issue of the newsletter, a
questionnaire was circulated, detailing
alternatives f or the luture of the ECS

Proceedings. Members of the Society were
invited to respond, and the vole on the different
options is presented below.

To refresh your memory, the Proceedings are a
bound volume of summaries of the talks & posters
presented at the annual conference. Authors have
the option of including just their abstracts o r
preparing a two or three page outline of their
presentation (with figures and tables).

conference within days. Would take minimal
extra work as the booklets are already
produced for the conference. Would not
provide a niche for writing up minor o r
ongoing work nor could they include changes
resulting from feedback during the meeting.

Altogether, a total of 40 persons responded to the
questionnaire - that is, just under 107o of the
membership.

These voted as follows: Expand - 9; Continue -
20; Restrict - 3; Reduce - 6; and Dissolve - 2.

As usual, the response rate to questionnaires
remains low, but on the basis of the present vote,
we shall continue with the present format. lf
anyone has any further comments or views,
please send them to me by 31st December. Please
note that we changed from normal procedure f or
the Monaco Conference Proceedings and instigated
a peer review process.

Peter Evans

ECS Newsletter

Following discussion of the future of the ECS

Proceedings, perhaps the time has come to
question also the current role of the newsletter.

ls the newsletter serving a useful function in its
present format? Do YOU read it? What
information would you like to see in it that is not
contained there at present? And what do you like
and what don't you like about it? The ECS Board
tends to use it as a forum to disseminate nolices
for society members, although with many
members now on e-mail, perhaps this function is
no longer so important. And what about the rest
of the newsletter? At present, it is produced at
low cost and is therefore a rather basic
document. Several societies have a more glossy,
expensively-produced newsletter, with pictures
and articles. ls this what we should be moving
towards?

Be lrank, and send me your views, so that
improvements can be made. lf anyone wants to
help with the editing (or take it over entirely!),
please also get in touch.

that
their

I ) Expand them: to produce a peer reviewed
Proceedings of presentations. This would
provide a higher quality society publication
but would involve considerably more work,
expense, and delay than occurs at present. ln
addition, publication in a peer reviewed
Proceedings would mean that the same
material could not be published in main-
stream journals and could limit people's
willingness to submit their best material. In
addition, such Proceedings could not include
all presentations, particularly the more minor
or ongoing work.

2 ) Continue them as they are: Pro's and
Con's stay as before.

3 ) Restrict them: to produce a peerreviewed
Proceedings ol invited talks only. This would
provide a uselul volume of high quality work
but would not reflect lhe bulk ol material
presented at the conference.

4 ) Reduce them: by permitting one-page
summaries of the presentations (i.e. expanded
abstracts). These could be coupled with a
rapid and absolute deadline and be circulated
soon after the conference. They would,
however, provide less information and reduce
the niche for recording minor work.

5 ) Dissolve them. Have no Proceedings but
circulate the abstract book. This could be
circulated to members that did not attend the
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EUROPEAN NEWS

Recent UK Cetacean Sightings

ln association with oil & gas exploration along the
Atlantic Frontier, the last three years has seen
much increased survey effort off the continental
shelf edge west and north of Britain & lreland.
With this increased effort has come several
sightings of cetacean species that are otherwise
rarely recorded in Northern Europe.

Besides the more usual sperm whales, fin and sei
whales, small numbers of blue whales have been
seen offshore of Northwest Scotland as well as in
the Bay of Biscay. Fin whales are seen annually
in the lrish Sea. Humpbacks continue to be
recorded annually mainly in northern Britain
(along the Atlantic Frontier north of Scotland and
around the Shetland lslands), but also o f f
Southwest Scotland and Cornwall. Sowerby's
beaked whales have been identified on several
occasions along the Atlantic Frontier, sometimes
engaged in full breaches, whilst Cuvier's beaked
whale has been seen off southern lreland and
regularly between the Channel Approaches and the
Bay of Biscay, where probable True's beaked
whale has also been recorded.

Amongst small cetaceans, striped dolphins have
been recorded in north Scotland, not just as
strandings but also sightings of up to ten
individuals. Both striped and common dolphin have
been recorded in the North Sea, a region normally
outside their range. Fraser's dolphin has recently
been added to the British list, with a stranding in
the Outer Hebrides.

Anyone with further interesting sightings, please
contact me and I'll post them in a f ulure
newsletter.

Peter Evans

NEWS FROM OTHER PARTS
OF THE WORLD

Pink River Dolphins in black trouble

Petroecuador (Ecuadorian oil company) is planning
to exploit oil in lmuya, an area of maximum
protection and a confluent to the Lagartococha
River, the river with the highest density of the
Pink River Dolphin (lnia geoff rensis) in the
Cuyabeno Reserve and probably in all the
Ecuadorian Amazon Basin.

ln the Napo, Aguarico and Paslaza River system
in the Ecuadorian Amazon, /nra is still abundant.
The Aguarico River forms the main stream of the
603,000 ha sized Cuyabeno Faunistic Reserve

(Reserva de Producción Cuyabeno) with the
Cuyabeno and Lagarlo Cocha River as the main
confluents to the Aguarico. The Cuyabeno Reserve
is not only the home ol lnia, but also for other
aquatic mammals such as the Amazon Manatee
(Trichechus innungius), the River Otter (Lontra
longicaudis) and the Giant River Otter (Pferomura
brasiliensis). Concerning the terrestrial fauna and
flora, it is considered one of the centres of high
biodiversity on Earth (EcoOiencia, 1994).

ln May 1996, we started the Sacha Pacha
(Quitchuan forest world) Project to estimate the
population size and abundance of lnia in the
Cuyabeno and Lagartococha Rivers in the
Cuyabeno with 0.23 lnia per km of river, and
confirm the results from Utreras (1996) with
0.47 lnia per km river in the Lagartococha
(Denkinger unpubl.).

ln both the Cuyabeno and Lagartococha Rivers, a
high percentage of the animals sighted were
calves, and only very few adults were seen.
Often, calves wers sêen on their own or together
with intermediate sized animals in the
Lagartococha (Denkinger et al., 1997). ln
Colombia, similar observations were made in the
Tarapota and El Correo lakes (Trujillo pers.
comm.). These results indicate that both rivers in
the Cuyabeno Reserve play an important role in
the reproduction and raising of lnia.

ln April 1997, at the Seventh Conference of the
Centre for Global Energy Studies in London,
Petroecuador announced that one of their most
important projects is the lTTl (lshpingo-
Tambococha-Tibutini-lmuya) Project that w il I

begin in the short term. This project includes
building oil-platf orms with all the necessary
infrastructure at the lmuya River, the confluent
to the Lagartococha River. Petroecuador also
mentioned having all the necessary documents to
start the international bidding process. According
to my last information, the international support
will be given by Shell.

One of the necessary documents is the agreement
of INEFAN (Ecuadorian Ministry for Protected
Areas) and from the lndians living in the sector of
lmuya. This resolution from the 23rd of
September 1993 says that the zone of the Rio
lmuya (Sabalo and Paujil) is very fragile, and

unique in the world, and that all this area should
be suspended lrom any oil exploitation activities.
ln August 1997, as a reply to the lTTl-project,
INEFAN put emphasis upon the resolution from
September 1993, and maintains its position. ûr
27th September 1997, Petroecuador published in
the Hoy (the Ecuadorian daily newspaper) that the
lTTl-Project including lmuya is the most
important project that they are working on.
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Recently, Petroecuador managed to convince
about 60olo of the Quitchua lndians living in
Zancudococha, close by the area of the project.

lmuya and lhe lnia of the Lagartococha river will
be in severe trouble if the lTTl-Project takes
place in the coming year.

The Sacha Pacha project on the population size
and structure ol lnia in the Cuyabeno Reserve was
planned as a long term project. We don't want it
to be a monitoring programme on the influence of
oil exploitation activities on the population size of
the Pink River Dolphin in a still pristine and
uncontrolled area. Although they will place strict
environmental restrictions on the lTTl-project in
the unpopulated area of lmuya lar f rom
civilisation, who will apply the controls?

With this article, I want to ask for help. lf you
have any ideas or contacts, please don't wait to
let us know!

Judith Denkinger

Judith Denkinger, Yaqa Pacha (Organisation f or
the Conservation of Aquatic Mammals in South
America), Casilla 17-17-51, Quito, Ecuador (Fax
+593 2 483739; email: carava@uio.katnet.net)

Stefan Wiessmeyer, Yaqa Pacha (Organisation f or
the Conservation of Aquatic Mammals in South
America), Elisenstr. 3, D-82152 Krailing,
Germany (Tel +49 8985 660210; Fax +49 8985
662211; email: swiessmeyer@t-online.de)

LITERATURE CITED
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lnternational Dolphin Races

Recently, as you may know, we have been
informed about the planned event of lnternational
Dolphin Races for sometime in February 1999.

Below, we include the original message from
MARMAM for your information.

"CRS weekly marine mammal summary entitled
-lnternational Dolphin Competition-. The full
press release and contact information are
therefore given below.

Vancouver-based subscribers have also checked
with lhe company: Global Entertainment Corp.
Phone number 604 688-6888. They confirmed
these details.

(MARMAM editors)

3 DOWJONES 07-07-98 11:18 AET

Live From the Caribbean: The "First Ever" Dolphin
Races; Event Will Be Broadcast Worldwide Over
the lnternet; Online Bets Accepted.

VANC,OUVER, Canada -- (BUSINESS WIRE) -- July
7, 1998 -- Combine the spectacle of Sea World,
the betting adrenalin of Churchill Downs and the
global reach of the lnternet, and what do you get?
The first annual lnternational Dolphin Racês, a

dolphin racing and jumping competition to be held
in the Caribbean next February. The contest will
be beamed into cyberspace via live feed
technology and will give viewers the opportunity
to bet on their favorite contestants from
anywhere in the world, Sponsored by GIC Global
lntertainment Corporation (NASDAO OTC:GGNC)
and its subsidiary, www.cyberbetz.com, the
weeklong event will feature animals trained for
use in dolphin shows and olher entertainment
venues.

Each dolphin will pre-qualify with lap times and
jump measurements, and odds will be calculated
based on those trials. Two days will be devoted to
the competitions, and the remainder of the week
will feature hourly non-competitive shows
similar to those seen at Sea World.

The event is designed to raise international
awareness of dolphins. A portion of the proceeds
from the wagers and on-site admission fees will
be donated to the Dolphin Wildlife Fund, Save the
Dolphin Fund, in addition to a number of children's
charities. lnternet participants will be able to
place bets with a credit card at
www.cyberbetz.com in a manner similar to other
electronic commerce transactions.

'This is the first event of its type to be held
anywhere in the world, and we expect it to
become an annual attraction that will provide both
entertainment and educational value." says
James Chu, President and CEO of GIC Global
lntertainment Corporation. "lt will not only offer
a new outlet to feed consumers' appetite for
sporting events, but it will also help broaden the
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public's appreciation of the unique capabilities of
dolphins.'

GIC is currently negotiating with corporate
sponsors and establishing relationships with
major cruise lines, airlines, hotels and television
media to provide maximum exposure. The precise
dates and location of the show will be announced
later this year.

GIC Global ,lntertainment Corporation is a high
technology entertainment and marketing company
specializing in lnternet gaming. The company
currently markets a Vegas-style Virtual Casino
and a full lnternet Sports Book that allows bettors
to place online wagers on the top ten horse races
in the world, football, basketball, baseball,
hockey, soccer and golf . The f irm is
headquartered in Vancouver, Canada, and is
traded on the NASDAO OTC under the symbol
GGNC, (www.ggncwins.com).

GIC's www.cyberbetz.com subsidiary is an
offshore lnternet Sports Book and Casino, located
in Roseau in the Commonwealth of Dominica.

CONTACT: S&S Public Relations Sleve Simon, tel
8471291-8421 ext. 237i e-mail stevesspr.com"

While the legality of such an event may not be in
question (note however, that in the UK, the event
would be illegal if the charities named did not
exist), it is clear that many of you have very
strong feelings about the ethics and
appropriateness of such an event. The stated
motive *to raise international awareness of
dolphins' appears barely credible in this context,
and the competitive aspects of the event raise
questions about potential stress on the animals
and other more ethical matters regarding fund-
raising and who will benefit apart from the
organisers and those placing bets. The use of
dolphins for a speculative money-making venture
without any reference to independent monitoring
of their welfare, indicates a profound lack of
concern for the impact of the scheme on dolphins.
Such an event is a new departure in the
entertainment world, and while horse racing may
be acceptable, the rules and guidelines for this
are long-established and the animals concerned
are bred especially for these purposes. The ECS

Board members are currently discussing the
appropriateness of an official response and how to
react in the most effective way. We think that the
idea of global dolphin racing is ill-conceived
because the organisers almost certainly have
little knowledge about cetaceans. Therefore, we
should f irst like to obtain more detailed
information from GIC on the planning, how they
came up with the idea, and provide caution based
on facts and experience. Meanwhile we would like
to advise you that should you hold objections to

this event, you should write to the f ollowing
person:

Mr. James Chu
GIC Global Entertainment
Suite 1500, 885 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, B.C. VôC 3EB CANADA
TEL: (60a) 688-6888; FAX: (60a) 683-812s

with a copy to Darren Little, vice-president of
GIC (doc@ ggncwins.com).

William W. Rossiter, President of the Cetacean
Society lnternational, in Georgetown, USA,
writes, 'ECS members' enquiries and comments
regarding the lnternational Dolphin Competition
suggest that many have concerns about the issue.
Preliminary contacts with the GIC principles
above indicate a significant lack of knowledge
about cetaceans, conflicting information about
plans, and misleading statements (for example,
the charities to benelit from this endeavour, the
'Dolphin Wildlife Fund" and 'Save the Dolphins
Fund', do not exist). The promoters appear
reluctant to believe that many, particularly
marine mammal scientists, might object to the
concept. "

We think that this summarises the situation quite
well, and therefore persons with knowledge of
cetacean husbandry, professional fund-raising and
experience with captive cetaceans are especially
qualified to present their opinions to GlC. Any
letter written to GIC will have more impact if ¡t
contains reference to known facts and examples
on these subjects.

It has also been suggested that letters written to
the media covering such an event may be very
effective in getting across dissatisfaction with
such an event.

The ECS Council would greatly appreciate hearing
reactions from the membership and information
relevant to the situation, and also copies of any
letters sent to GlC.

Many thanks for your attention

Christina Lockyer
(on behalf of ECS Council)

RECENT RESEARCH

TURKEY

Although Turkey has only two members from the
European Cetacean Society, it is actively involved
in research on marine mammals. There are four
institutions which parlicipate in cetacean
research. Two of these are based at lstanbul
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University: the Faculty of Fisheries (with five
personnel directly involved, including both KS
members), and the Science and Technology
lnstitute (with one person involved in cetaceans).
Two persons work on the subject at the Marine
Sciences lnstitute of the Middle East Technical
University, and three at the Faculty of Marine
Sciences of the Black Sea Technical University.

Most research on marine mammals involves
, applied aspects of conservation of cetaceans and
monk seals, bycatches, and strandings.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Madhusree, 8., Tanabe, S., Özturk, 4.4.,
Tatsukawa, R., Miyazaki, N., Özdamar, E., Aral,
O., Samsun, O., and Özturk, B. l gg7.
Contamination by butyl tin compounds in harbour
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) from the Black Sea.
Presenius J. Anal. Chem., 359: 244-248.

Tanabe, S., Madhusree, 8., Özturk, 4.4.,
Tatsukawa, R., Miyazaki, N., Özdamar, E., Aral,
O., Samsun, O., and Özturk, B. 1997. Persistent
Organochlorine Residues in Harbour Porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena) lrom the Black Sea. Mar.
Poll. Bull., 32 (5): 338-347.

Tanabe, S., Madhusree, 8., Özturk, 4.4.,
Tatsukawa, R., Miyazaki, N., Özdamar, E., Aral,
O., Samsun, O., and Özturk, B. 1997. lsomer-
specific Analysis of Polychlorinated Biphenyls in
Harbour Porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) trom the
Black Sea. Mar. Poll. Bull., 34 (9): 712-720.

Ozturk, B. 1996. lntroduction to Cetology (in
Turkish). Anaktar Kitaplar yoyinevi. PhD Thesis.
1 36pp.

Ozturk, B. (editor) Proceedings of the First
lnternational Symposium on the Marine Mammals
of the Black Sea. UNEP, UNDP, lstanbul
University.

Bayram Özturk

FUTURE CONFERENCES & WORKSHOPS

lnternational Symposium on Harbour
Porpoises in the North Atlantic,

Norway, 10-14 Sept 1999

The symposium is intended to provide a forum f or
presentation of recent research on harbour
porpoises throughout its North Atlantic range.

The symposium is organised by the North Atlantic
Marine Mammal Commission (NAMMCO) and
convened by Dr Tore Haug. Five main themes are

identified for the symposium and each theme will
be introduced by a key note speaker:

1. Distribution and stock identity: Liselotte W,
Andersen
2. Biological parameters: Christina Lockyer
3. Ecological interactions including habitat use:
Arne Bjørge
4. Pollutants: Alex Aguilar
5. Abundance, removals and sustainability of
removals: Garry Stenson

Each main theme will be addressed in non-
overlapping sessions. You are invited to submit
papers relevant to these themes.

Start planning your presentation now. The
scientif ic success of the symposium depends
heavily on the participants and t h e ir
contrributions to the symposium. On the social
side, however, the organiser has made every
effort to make the symposium an adventure and
social success. The symposium will be held f rom
10 to 14 September on board the Coastal Cruise
Liner "NORDLYS" on its regular route f rom
Bergen to Tromsø. The ship is a modern, high
standard and comfortable passenger ship
especially equipped to service meetings of up to
100 participants, and the sailed coastline
presents the most spectacular parts of Norway's
nature and landscapes.

The ship leaves Bergen on the evening of 10th
September. The inner harbour of Bergen I

surrounded by "Bryggen", once the headquarters
of the Hanseatic League in Norway, now on the
UNESCO's World Heritage List. There are f ifteen
stops between Bergen and Tromsø. Leaving
Bergen, the ship sails through the "fjordscapes"
of Western Norway before it docks at the " A r t
Nouveau" harbour of Ålesund.

Further north, the ship is passing the Arctic
Circle. There is a variety of myths woven around
the wild mountains in this area. ln the narrow
entrance to the town of Brønnøysund, the ship
passes the island "Trollhatten" (The Troll's hat).
From the ship you can actually look straight
lhrough the hat-shaped mountain, and the hole is
supposed to be made by an arrow when two trolls
were fighting for a lady.

ln the northern part of the journey, the ship
crosses Vestfjorden and enlers the spectacular
landscapes of Lofoten. The vertical three thousand
feet high cliffs are diving straight into the sea.
Vestljorden is renowned for its high density of
orcas during autumn and early winter. look out!

At the end of the voyage, Tromsø welcomes
participants to Norway's best beer, the polar
Museum, the new Arctic Aquarium at the Centre
of polar Research, The package price from Bergen
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to Tromsø, including accommodation on board and
all meals, is c. NOK 4,000. Additional details will
be sent to those pre-registering for the
symposium.

Returning to the scientif ic content of the
symposium. Please, start preparing you r
presentation now. The deadline for pre-
registration and preliminary abstracts is 1

December 1998. The preliminary abstracts will
be evaluated by the Symposium Planning
Committee, and papers will be selected on the
basis of their relevance to the themes of the
symposium. Authors of contributions accepted f or
presentation will be notified by 1 February 1999,
Deadline for final registration and submission of
final abstracts will be 1 July 1999.

Address for pre-registration is:

NAMMCO,
c/o University of Tromsø,
N-9037 Tromsø, Norway
Fax: +47 77 64 59 05

Arne Bjørge

EAAM ANNUAL CONFERENCE

The 26th Annual EAAM Conference will be hosted
by Parc Astérix on 12-15 March 1999 in Paris.
A conference hotel has been secured in the XVll
arrondissement in Paris, near Pigalle. The príce
of single and double rooms, including breakfast,
has been set at FF52O,- for the moment. More
complete information and first call for papers will
be included in the next EAAM Newsletter.

Géraldine Lacave

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

NEW MARINE MAMMAL CD ROM

A new CD ROM entitled Whales & Dolphins o f
the World has been produced by Professor
Michael Bryden from the Department of
Veterinary Anatomy and Pathology, the
University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia.

This excellent production contains over 20
minutes of video, over four hundred photographs
and includes a special Project Creator to assist
children to use this product for any school project
tasks. There is a summary of all whale and
dolphin species in the world, as well as more
detailed background information to cetacean
evolution, how they live and communicate,
conservation problems, etc.

Although the species accounts are fairly brief,
this serves as a very useful introduction to the
world's cetaceans, and as such makes a valuable
educational tool particularly for schools.

Peter Evans

DUGONGS, WHALES,
DOLPHINS AND SEALS:

SEA MAMMALS OF AUSTRALASIA

Published in August 1998 by Michael Bryden,
Helene Marsh and Peter Shaughnessy (Allen &
Unwin Press, PO Box 374, Frenchs Forest, NSW,
Australia 2086. Fax +61 2 9452 2644; email:
orders@allen-unwin.com.au) AUD $24.95 (plus
$15 postage and handling lor overseas orders)

"The marine mammals of Australasia have been
hunted by man for cenluries, yet despite
hundreds of thousands being killed, until quite
recently the undersea life of these animals has
been a secret one. The development of recording
devices which can be attached to individual
animals has unravelled many secrets about these
extraordinary animals - revealing the
temperatures in which they live, the incredible
depths to which they dive, and the extended
periods they can remain submerged. Dugongs,
Whales, Dolphins and Seals is the first book to
bring together the history and biology of lhe sea
mammals that inhabit the oceans surrounding
Australia and New Zealand.

Beautif ully illustrated with superb drawings,
black and white photographs and 16 full colour
plates, Dugongs, Whales, Dolphins and Sea/s is
written by three of the world's foremost experts
in this area. lt examines migraiion,
communication, food and f oraging, diseases,
strandings and reproduction of these fascinating
animals. lmportantly it discusses interaclions,
past and present, charming and brutal, between
man and these animals and the impact of
management and conservation strategies now
being implemented. An enjoyable and informative
read, Dugongs, Whales, Dolphins and Sea/s is a
comprehensive and accessible overview of the
underwater lives of Australasian mammals."

(extracted from Publishers' publication notice)
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OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL

Chairman: Christina Lockyer
Secretary: Beatrice Jann
Treasurer: Roland Lick
Editor: Peter Evans
Members: Giovanni Bearzi

Anne Collet
Greg Donovan
Jaume Forcada
Emer Rogan
Nick Tregenza

Student Member: Simon lngram

C ha irma n:
Christina Lockyer,
Danish lnstitute for Fisheries Research,
Charlottenlund Slot, DK-2920, Charlottenlund,
Denmark (Tel +45 33 96 3373; Fax +45 33 96
3333; e-mail chl@dfu.min.dk)

Secretary:
Beatrice Jann,
Via Nolgio 3, CH-6900 Massagno
(Tel./Fax +41 91 9660953;
e-mail jann @dial.eunet.ch)

Treasurer:
Roland Lick,
Kaiserstrasse 27 B,

D-24143 Kiel, Germany (Tel. +49 431 738942;
e-mail rlick2059@aol.com)

Editor:
Peter Evans,
Dept. of Zoology, South Parks Road,
GB-Oxford 0X1 3PS (Tel./Fax +44 1865
717276; email peter.evans@zoology.ox.ac.uk)

Other Members of Council:

Giovanni Bearzi,
lstituto Tethys, Viale G.B. Gadio 2,
l-2O121 Milano, ltaly
(Tel. +39 2 72001947; Fax +39 2 72001946)

Anne Collet,
Centre de Recherche sur les Mammifères Marins,
lnstitut de la Mer & du Littoral,
Port des Minimes,
17000 La Rochelle, France
(Tel +33 546 44 9910; Fax +33 546 44 9945;
e-mail acollet@univ-lr.fr)

Greg Donovan,
lnternational Whaling Commission
The Red House, Station Road, Histon,
Cambridge CB3 ODL
(Tel +44 1223 233971; Fax +44 1223 232876
e-mail 1 01455.1 360@compuserve.com)

Jaume Forcada,
Dept. de Biología Animal (Vertebrats),
Facultat de Biología, Universidat de Barcelona,
Diagonal 645, E-08028 Barcelona
(Tel. +34 3 4021453; Fax +34 3 4110887;
e-mail forcada @porthos.bio.ub.es)

Emer Rogan,
Department of Zoology and Animal Ecology,
University College, Lee Maltings, Prospect Row,
Cork (Tel. +353 21 904197; Fax +353 21

277922;
email e.rogan@ucc.ie)

Simon lngram (Student Representative)
ADC, University College Cork, Lee Maltings,
Prospect Row, Cork
(Tel. +353 21 904053; Fax +353 21 277922;
email singram@ bureau.ucc.ie)

Nick Tregenza,
Beach Cottage, Long Rock, Penzance
Cornwall TR20 8JE
(Tel +44 (0)1736 711783;
email nick@ chelonia.demon.co.uk)

Working Group Contact Persons:

Computer & E-mail Support Group:
Jan Willem Broekema
Brikkenwal 20, 2317 CT Leiden,
The Netherlands
(Tel. +31 71 212076; Fax +31 15 122099;
e-mail broekema@ inter.nl.net

Pathology:
Manuel García Hartmann
Duisburg Zoo, Mülheimer Str. 273,
47058 Duisburg, Germany
(Tel +49 203 3055900; Fax +49 203 3055922;
email ha005ha@unidui.uni-duisburg.de)

Sightings:
Peter Evans
Dept. of Zoology, University of Oxford,
South Parks Road, GB-Oxford 0X1 3PS
(Tel./Fax +44 1865 717276i
email peter.evans@zoology.ox.ac.uk)

Mediterranean Sea:
Alex Aguilar (see Spain below)

ECS Electronic Mail Addresses:

ECS-all @ mailbase.ac. uk
(An open list to which cetacean-related
discussions, remarks, or requests can be sent.)
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ECS-pathology @ mailbase.ac. u k
(A list for members with a special interest
pathology and anatomy of cetaceans.)
ECS-news @ mailbase.ac. uk
(A list open to students attending the
Conference.)

Dr Harald Benke, Deutsches Museum
Meereskunde und Fischerei, Katharinenberg
18439 Stralsund, Germany
(Tel. +3831 26 50 21; Fax +3831 26 50 60;
email 1 01676.1264 @ compuserve.com)

ECS-board@mailbase.ac.uk (Closed list)
(For all messages to the EOS-board members. You
may send, but cannot receive messages unless
you are a board-member.)

ECS-all-request @ mailbase.ac. uk
(To reach ECS Computer Support Group.)

TO BECOÍVE A MEMBER OF A LIST, SEND THE
FOLLOWING MESSAGE:

To: mailbase@mailbase.ac.uk
Subj:
Text: join ecs-all firstname.....lastname stop

The ECS Home Page can be reached at:
http://web. inter. N L. n et/users/J.W. Broekema/ec
s

The ECS mailing lists can also be reached through
World Wide Web:
http://www. m ailbas e. ac. u k/lists-a-e/ecs- all (o r
any other list)

For enquiries about the membership I i s t
(address, telephone, fax and email), and
copies of ECS publications, please
contact:

Tel. +45 42 42 42 91; Fax +45 65 32 47 04;
email: Danbiu@dk-online.dk)

Faroe lslands Dorete Bloch, Museum of Natural
History, Fútalág 40, FR-100 Tórshavn (Tel. +298
1 8588; Fax +298 1 8589; email doreteb@ngs.fo)

France Alexandre Gannier, GREC, 741 Chemin
des Moyennes Br éguières, Villa Aurelia 13,

06600 Antibes (Tel./Fax +33 93 658 936'
email gannier@ ufp-papeete.rio.net)

Germany Ursula Siebert, Forschungs- und
Technologiezentrum Westkueste, University of
Kiel, Werfstr. 6, D-25761 Büsum, Germany
(Tel. +49 4834 604280; Fax +49 4834 6772;
email usiebert@ ftz-west.uni-kiel.de)

Greece Alexandros Frantzis, Zoological
Laboratory, Department of Biology, University of
Athens, Panepistimioupolis, GR-157 84 Athens
(Tel. +301 7284634; Fax +301 7284604;
email: afratzis@atlas.uoa.ariadne-t.gr)

lceland Jóhann Sigurjónsson, Marine Research
lnstitute, Skúlagata 4, P.O. Box 1390, lS-121
Reykjavík (Tel. +354 1 20240;
Fax +354 1 623790; email johann@hafro.is)

lreland Emer Rogan, Department of Zoology &
Animal Ecology, University College, Lee Maltings,
Prospect Row, Cork (Tel. +353 21 904197;
Fax +353 21 277922; email e.rogan@.ucc.ie)

lsrael Oz Goffman, lsrael Marine Mammal
Research & Assistance Cenler - IMMRAC The
Recanati Center for Maritime Studies, University
of Haifa, Mount Carmel, Haifa, 31905
(feL +972 4 8240600; Fax +972 4 8240493)

Italy Giovanni Bearzi, lstituto Tethys, Viale G.B.
Gadio 2, l-20121 Milano, ltaly
(Tel. +39 2 72001947; Fax +39 2 72001946')

Malta Sarah Muscat, 14 Anchor Court,
Bellavista Road, San Gwann SGN 03 (Tel. +356
373611; Fax +356 341598; e-mail
mlcg @ waldonet. net. mt)

The Netherlands Marjan Addink and Chris
Smeenk, National Museum of Natural History,
Postbus 9517, NL-2300 RA Leiden
(Tel. +31 71 5687611; Fax +31 71 5687666;
e-mail addink@rulsfb.leidenuniv.nl)

Norway Arne Bjørge, Norsk lnstitut for
Naturforskning - NINA, PO Box 736, Sentrum, N-
0105 Oslo (fel. +47 22 940371; Fax +47 22
940301; e-mail arne.bjørge@ninaosl.ninaiku.no)

Poland lwona Kuklik, Hel Marine Station,
University of Gdansk, 84-150 Hel, PO Box 37

in the

1 998

für
14,

NATI@NAt G@NTAGT' PERS@NS

Algeria Z. Boutiba, lnstitut des Sciences de la
Nature, Laboratoire de Biologie et Pollution
Marines, University of Oran, Es-Senia, 31000
Oran (Tel. +213 6 337048; Fax +213 6 410078)

Belgium Claude Joiris, Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, Laboratorium voor Ecotoxicologie,
Pleinlaan 2, B-1050 Brussel (Tel. +21 2 629
3414; Fax +32 2 629 3438; email
cjoiris @ vub.ac.be)

Croatia Danijela Miokovic, Rebar 145, 10000
Zagreb (Fax 385-1-210 361)

Denmark Jonas Teilmann, Center for Sound
Communication, lnstitute of Biology, University
of Odense, Campusvej 55, DK-5230 Odense M
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(Tel. +48 58 750836; Fax +48 58 750420;
e-mail oceik@ monika.univ.gda.pl)

Portugal Marina Loewenstein de Sequeira,
lnstituto de Conservaçáo da Natureza,

Rua Filipe Folque 46-30, P-1050 Lisboa
(Tel. +351 1 3523018; Fax +351 1 3574771;
e-mail msequeira @ mail.telepac.pt)

Slowenia Darja Ribaric, Slovenia Museum of
Natural History, Presernova 20, 61000 Ljubljana
(Tel. +386 61 211611; Fax +386 61 218846)

Spain Jaume Forcada, Dept. de Biología Animal
(Vertebrats), Facultat de Biología, Universidat de
Barcelona, Diagonal 645, E-08028 Barcelona
(Tel. +34 3 3198021; Fax +34 3 3198929;
e-mail forcada @porthos.bio.ub.es)

Sweden Patrik Börjesson, Department of
Zoology, Stockholm University, S-10691
Stockholm (Tel. a6 I 16 4024;
Fax 46-8-1677 15, email: please@zoologi.su.se)

Switzerland Beatrice Jann, Via Nolgio 3,
CH-6900 Massagno (Tel/Fax +41 91 9660953;
e-mail jann @dial.eunet.ch)

Turkey Bayram Öztürk, lstanbul University,
Faculty of Fisheries, Ordu Cad. No. 200, 34480
Laleli lstanbul (Tel. +90 3239050; Fax +90 2't6
3239050; e-mail ozturkb@doruk.com.tr)

United Kingdom Nick Tregenza,
Beach Cottage, Long Rock, Penzance, Cornwall
TR20 8JE (Tel +44 (0)1736 711783;
email nick@ chelonia.demon. co.uk)

Ukraine Alexei Birkun, BREMA Laboratory, R.

Luxembourg Slr. 27-2a, Simferopol, Crimea,
333720 (Tel./Fax +380 652 253503;
email alexei @ birkun.crimea.ua)
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